Background: To function in diverse cellular processes, the dynamic behavior of microtubules (MTs) must be differentially regulated within the cell. In budding yeast, the spindle position checkpoint (SPOC) inhibits mitotic exit in response to mispositioned spindles. To maintain SPOC-mediated anaphase arrest, astral MTs must maintain persistent interactions with and/or extend through the bud neck. However, the molecular mechanisms that ensure the stability of these interactions are not known. Results: The presence of an MT extending through and/or interacting with the bud neck is maintained by spatial control of catastrophe and rescue, which extends MT lifetime >25-fold and controls the length of dynamic MTs within the bud compartment. Moreover, the single kinesin-8 motor Kip3 alternately mediates both catastrophe and rescue of the bud MT. Kip3 accumulates in a length-dependent manner along the lattice of MTs within the bud, yet induces catastrophe spatially near the bud tip. Rather, this accumulation of Kip3 facilitates its association with depolymerizing MT plus ends, where Kip3 promotes rescue before MTs exit the bud. MT rescue within the bud requires the tail domain of Kip3, whereas the motor domain mediates catastrophe at the bud tip. In vitro, Kip3 exerts both stabilizing and destabilizing effects on reconstituted yeast MTs. Conclusions: The kinesin-8 Kip3 is a multifunctional regulator that differentially stabilizes and destabilizes specific MTs. Control over MT catastrophe and rescue by Kip3 defines the length and lifetime of MTs within the bud compartment of cells with mispositioned spindles. This subcellular regulation of MT dynamics is critical to maintaining mitotic arrest in response to mispositioned spindles.
Introduction
Microtubules (MTs) are essential cytoskeletal filaments composed of polymerized tubulin that function in cellular processes such as chromosome segregation, cell migration, and intracellular transport [1] . MTs display dynamic instability, the inherent property to stochastically transition from periods of growth to shortening, termed catastrophe, and vice versa, called rescue [2] . To function in diverse processes, dynamic instability must be regulated in space and time within a cell. Determining the mechanisms that spatially and temporally control MT dynamics is critical to understanding how cells achieve complex MT-mediated functions.
One class of MT regulators are the plus-end tracking proteins, or +TIPs, which typically localize to the plus end of polymerizing, but not depolymerizing, MTs [3] . The +TIP kinesin-8 is a conserved class of MT motor proteins that possess plus-end-directed motility and also regulate MT dynamics [4] . The kinesin-8 from budding yeast, Kip3, and from human, Kif18A, can accelerate MT depolymerization in vitro [5] [6] [7] , and Kip3 elevates catastrophe frequency in the cell [5] . Furthermore, in vitro, Kip3 motility generates a concentration gradient along the lattice of stabilized MTs that increases toward the plus end. As a result, Kip3 depolymerizes MTs in a length-dependent manner [6] . Loss of kinesin-8 leads to increased MT length in multiple species [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and loss of fission yeast kinesin-8 selectively decreases the catastrophe frequency of longer MTs [13] . However, whether Kip3, or kinesin-8 in general, destabilizes MTs by a length-dependent mechanism in vivo has not been established.
In addition to destabilizing activities, kinesin-8 also displays MT stabilizing properties. In budding yeast, Kip3 decreases MT depolymerization rate and increases rescue [5] . Fission yeast Klp5/6 enhances MT nucleation in vitro and in vivo [14] . Human Kif18A promotes pausing of dynamic MTs in vitro and dampens kinetochore oscillations in vivo [15, 16] . Thus, kinesin-8 is a multifunctional protein that can stabilize and/or destabilize MTs. How these functions may be coordinated to regulate MT behavior in vivo is not clear.
The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae undergoes asymmetric cell division in which cytokinesis occurs at the junction between the mother and bud compartments, known as the bud neck. To achieve chromosome segregation, two mechanisms function to position the mitotic spindle across the neck prior to cytokinesis (reviewed in [17] ). During early spindle formation, the Kar9-dependent mechanism positions one spindle pole near the bud neck. During anaphase, the Dynein-dependent mechanism pulls this pole across the neck into the bud. A surveillance mechanism named the spindle position checkpoint (SPOC) inhibits mitotic progression until anaphase spindles span the bud neck, when a signaling cascade called the mitotic exit network then triggers spindle disassembly and cytokinesis.
Bud neck-associated proteins play critical roles in the SPOC (reviewed in [18] ), and perturbations of astral MT association with the bud neck inhibit SPOC function [19, 20] . When anaphase spindles are mispositioned within the mother, astral MTs typically pass through the neck into the bud [21, 22] , and it was proposed that interaction between MTs and the bud neck is required for SPOC function [20] . Indeed, disruption of these MTs by laser severing causes aberrant mitotic exit when spindles are mispositioned [22] . Although the molecular nature of this interaction is unknown, astral MTs passing through the bud neck and/or extending into the bud compartment satisfy the requirement for the SPOC to delay mitotic exit. SPOCmediated arrest can persist for hours [21] , yet the lifetime of yeast MTs is only w3.5 min [23] . How these short-lived MTs can persistently contact or extend through the bud neck is not known.
We show that when anaphase spindles are mispositioned, the persistence of an astral MT extending through the bud neck is achieved by spatial control of MT dynamics. The kinesin-8 Kip3 increases the catastrophe frequency specifically at the bud tip, which limits MT length in the bud. Additionally, Kip3 elevates rescue frequency near the bud neck, which promotes rescue of the same MT before it depolymerizes out of the bud. By alternately stabilizing and destabilizing MTs, Kip3 increases their lifetime within the bud, which is required to prevent mitotic exit and maintain genome stability when spindles are mispositioned.
Results

Microtubule Lifetime Is Differentially Regulated within Cells with Mispositioned Spindles
We sought to determine how persistent interaction between astral MTs and the bud neck is maintained in cells with mispositioned anaphase spindles. Cells lacking the motor protein Dynein (dyn1D) are deficient in positioning the spindle across the bud neck. To reproducibly observe mispositioned spindles, we monitored GFP-Tub1-labeled MTs in dyn1D cells (Figures 1A and 1B ; Figures S1A and S1B available online). The mean astral MT lifetime within the mother is 2 min, comparable to lifetimes during other stages of the cell cycle. Strikingly, the mean lifetime of MTs that protrude into the bud compartment is 50 min ( Figure 1C ). This difference does not originate from a specific spindle pole, because other MTs from the same pole that remain in the mother only persist for w2 min. Similarly, MT lifetime is extended in the bud of other mutants that display mispositioned spindles. Mother MTs in num1D cells have a 2.5 min average lifetime, whereas bud MTs last 47 min ( Figure S1C ). Correspondingly, in act5D cells, the lifetime in the mother and bud is 2.5 and 42 min, respectively ( Figure S1C ). Thus, MT lifetime is differentially regulated in the mother and bud compartments of cells with mispositioned anaphase spindles. Furthermore, persistent interaction between astral MTs and the bud neck is achieved not by the repeated growth of new MTs but through the regulation of specific MTs.
To understand how MT lifetime is extended in the bud, we monitored the dynamic behavior of individual MTs. Rather than pausing in the bud, MT plus ends remain dynamic throughout the cell. When MTs undergo stochastic catastrophe and rescue in the absence of extensive pausing, their behavior can be described by four parameters of dynamic instability: polymerization and depolymerization rates along with catastrophe and rescue frequencies. Of these parameters, MTs in the bud exhibit an w2-fold increase in mean rescue frequency and an w25% reduction in mean depolymerization rate relative to the mother (Table S1 ). To test whether these changes are sufficient to explain the extended MT lifetime observed in the bud, we performed stochastic simulations of individual MT dynamics. We first modeled MTs using the dynamic instability parameters measured in the mother (Table S1 ). In agreement with observed mother lifetimes, the average simulated lifetime of these MTs within the bud is 2.6 min ( Figure 1D ). We then modeled MTs using the dynamic instability parameters measured in the bud (Table S1). In contrast to the observed 50 min lifetime, the simulated lifetime is only 5 min ( Figure 1D ). These simulations reveal that the differences in the mean values of dynamic instability parameters cannot account for the increased MT lifetime in the bud.
Spatial Regulation of Catastrophe and Rescue Keeps Dynamic Microtubules within the Bud
To determine how dynamic MTs are maintained in the bud, we measured the rescue:catastrophe ratio in each compartment. (Table S1 ). Boxes encompass 25 th to 75 th percentiles, and bars extend from minimum to maximum values. n = 200 for both. See also Figure S1 , Table S1 , and Movie S1.
The majority of mother MTs that undergo catastrophe fail to rescue before depolymerizing completely, and the mean rescue:catastrophe ratio is w0.1. Within the bud, almost all catastrophes are followed by rescue before the MT escapes the bud, and the ratio is elevated to >0.9 ( Figure 2A ). As a result, bud MTs display ongoing cycles of polymerization and depolymerization, which underlies the dramatic increase in lifetime specifically within the bud ( Figure 1B ; Figures S1A and S1B).
To determine whether MT behavior is subject to spatial regulation, we monitored the position of catastrophe and rescue events. Within the bud, w90% of catastrophes occur in the vicinity of the bud tip, which prevents MTs from overgrowing the bud ( Figure 2B ). Indeed, the catastrophe frequency is sharply elevated near the bud tip ( Figure 2C ). Conversely, rescue events are distributed throughout the bud ( Figure 2B ). Further analysis revealed that rescue frequency is also spatially regulated: it is lowest near the bud tip and significantly elevated near the neck ( Figure 2C ). Thus, MT dynamics are differentially controlled within the bud itself. Moreover, this subcellular regulation effectively tunes the length of these dynamic MTs to match the cellular compartment.
To determine whether spatial variation in catastrophe and rescue frequencies is sufficient to explain the extended lifetime of bud MTs, we again simulated MTs using the spatially resolved transition frequencies shown in Figure 2C . Applying these spatially resolved values increases the average lifetime of simulated MTs from 5 to 33 min ( Figure 2D ), approaching the mean lifetime (50 min) measured in vivo. Refining our measurements of spatial variation in transition frequencies would likely reduce further the difference between simulated and measured MT lifetimes. Even so, these results reveal that the spatial regulation of catastrophes and rescues largely dictates the extended lifetime of the bud MTs.
When spindles are mispositioned, persistent MT interaction with the bud neck is required for the SPOC to delay mitotic exit [20, 22] . Thus, the SPOC itself may function to retain MTs within the bud. To test this, we inactivated the SPOC by deleting BFA1 [24] . These cells fail to delay mitotic exit when spindles are mispositioned. Thus, in order to analyze MT behavior, we also inactivated the mitotic exit network with the cdc15-2 mutation to prevent mitotic exit and cytokinesis. In either control (cdc15-2) or cdc15-2 bfa1D cells with mispositioned spindles, MT catastrophes are restricted to the bud tip ( Figure 2E) . Additionally, the spatial distribution of rescues is similar, and MTs rarely exit the bud ( Figure 2F ). Therefore, in mitotic exit network-inactivated cells, SPOC function is not required to spatially regulate MT transitions within the bud.
The Kar9 pathway links spindle orientation to cell polarity and is implicated in MT stability within the bud prior to anaphase [19, 25] . We hypothesized that Kar9 may mediate bud MT dynamics in anaphase cells with mispositioned spindles. Because kar9D is synthetic lethal with dyn1D, we combined kar9D with a temperature-sensitive allele of Dynactin, act5ts. In both act5ts and act5ts kar9D cells, catastrophes and rescues are regulated within the bud as in dyn1D cells (Figures S2A and S2B) . Thus, Kar9 does not mediate the MT transitions that extend lifetime within the bud.
Kip3 Induces Catastrophe Spatially at the Bud Tip
We sought to determine whether the kinesin-8 Kip3 mediates MT catastrophe in the bud. Because kip3D is synthetic lethal with dyn1D, we utilized the temperature-sensitive kip3-14 allele [8] . At the restrictive temperature, dyn1D kip3-14 cells are inviable, Kip3-14-3YFP localization is lost on all MTs, and astral MT length is increased as in kip3D cells ( Figures  S3A-S3C) . Thus, kip3-14 is a null allele at the restrictive temperature.
We next examined MT behavior in dyn1D kip3-14 cells with mispositioned spindles. In control cells, w90% of catastrophe events occur in the bud tip region at the restrictive temperature ( Figures 3A and 3B) . In dyn1D kip3-14 cells, however, MT catastrophe is severely compromised. Instead, MTs continue to grow and curl around the bud tip ( Figures 3A and 3C ). Kip3 is thus required to induce MT catastrophe specifically at the bud tip.
Kip3 depolymerizes MTs in a length-dependent manner in vitro, and it was postulated that Kip3 might selectively induce catastrophe of longer MTs in vivo [6] . Thus, we reasoned that bud MTs might become long enough to accumulate a threshold amount of Kip3 that triggers catastrophe. However, MT length at the time of catastrophe ranges widely from 4 to 12 mm and, when categorized according to length, the longer MTs always reach the bud tip before undergoing catastrophe ( Figure S3D ). Together, these results suggest the MT destabilizing activity of Kip3 may be spatially regulated in the bud.
Kip3 Accumulates in a Gradient along MTs in the Bud Compartment
In vivo, Kip3-3YFP typically localizes as puncta on the plus ends of growing MTs, and is absent during depolymerization [5] . Strikingly, we found that Kip3-3YFP coats a large region of the growing MT throughout the bud ( Figure 4A ). This localization is reminiscent of that observed in vitro, where Kip3 forms a concentration gradient along the MT lattice that increases toward the plus end [6, 26] . Indeed, Kip3-3YFP concentrates progressively toward the plus end of bud MTs ( Figure 4B ). The Kip3-3YFP gradient does not start at the MT minus end but rather increases inside the bud compartment ( Figure 4B ). When MTs are aligned with respect to where they cross the bud neck, Kip3-3YFP accumulates as a gradient only along the MT portion occupying the bud ( Figure 4C ). Moreover, this is accompanied by a length-dependent increase in Kip3-3YFP at MT plus ends ( Figure 4D ; Figure S4B ). Similar Kip3-3YFP accumulation along bud MTs also occurs in both num1D and act5D cells ( Figure S4D ). By contrast, MTs contained entirely within the mother continue to display Kip3-3YFP puncta at their plus ends ( Figures 4E and 4F ). Taken together, Kip3 localizes as a gradient along the MT lattice within the bud compartment of cells with mispositioned spindles.
Kip3 Associates with Depolymerizing Microtubules and Is
Required for Rescue within the Bud Kip3 generally reduces MT depolymerization rate and increases rescue frequency in cells [5, 27] . However, the physiological role for this stabilizing function has not been demonstrated. In the mother, the plus-end localization of Kip3 is lost during depolymerization ( Figure 5A ). However, the Kip3 accumulation along the lattice of bud MTs results in continued localization to the plus end throughout depolymerization ( Figure 5A ). Thus, we hypothesized that Kip3 functions as a bud-specific MT stabilizer in these cells.
To determine whether Kip3 mediates MT stabilization in the bud, we observed its influence on the dynamic behavior of MTs. The growth rate is similar for mother and bud MTs even though bud MTs accumulate more Kip3 (Table S1 ). Also, the growth rate of bud MTs is similar in the presence or absence of Kip3, suggesting that Kip3 accumulation does not lead to progressive destabilization (Table S1 ). In fact, MTs in the bud depolymerize significantly more slowly than in the mother Mean growth and depolymerization 6 SEM (p < 0.002 for both). For control and +Kip3, n = 169 and 139 for catastrophe, 31 and 18 for growth, and 33 and 37 for depolymerization, respectively. In (B) and (E), the x axis is labeled as in Figure 2B . See also Figure S5 and Movies S4 and S5. (Table S1 ). This effect is Kip3 dependent, because bud MTs depolymerize 2-fold faster without Kip3 (Table S1 ). These data suggest that Kip3 accumulation along the bud MT may stabilize, rather than destabilize, the MT.
We next inactivated Kip3-14 and monitored rescue in the bud. In control cells, rescue occurs throughout the bud, and few MTs exit the bud ( Figure 5B ). In contrast, rescue is severely compromised in kip3-14 cells (Figure 5B ), which lack Kip3-14 localization along bud MTs ( Figure S3E ). In these cells, most MTs initially overgrow the bud and curl around the bud tip (Figures 3A and 3C) . Following catastrophe, w30% of these MTs rescue while still curled along the bud tip ( Figures 5B and  5C ). However, when MTs depolymerize away from the bud tip, they nearly always fail to rescue before exiting the bud (Figures 5B and 5D) . Indeed, rescue frequency is severely reduced in the absence of Kip3 ( Figure 5E ). Thus, Kip3 is required for the bud-specific MT rescue in cells with mispositioned spindles.
Kip3 Promotes Catastrophe and Slows Depolymerization of Yeast Microtubules In Vitro
We tested whether Kip3 can directly mediate stabilization and destabilization of dynamic MTs in vitro. The effect of Kip3 on MT dynamics has been reported using mammalian tubulin [28, 29] . To move toward more physiological conditions, we reconstituted dynamic MTs using purified budding yeast tubulin ( Figure 5F ; Figure S5 ). Dynamic MTs were grown from stabilized seeds using 1.4 mM tubulin. Addition of 10 nM Kip3 results in a 2.5-fold increase in catastrophe frequency ( Figure 5F ). Additionally, Kip3 reduces MT growth rate w25% ( Figure 5F ). These destabilizing effects on yeast MTs are similar to results obtained using mammalian MTs [28, 29] . In addition to destabilizing MTs in vitro, Kip3 also stabilizes them by decreasing the depolymerization rate 33% ( Figure 5F ). Yeast MTs typically do not display rescues in vitro [30, 31] , and we did not observe rescues in the absence or presence of Kip3. Nonetheless, these data show using yeast MTs that the kinesin-8 Kip3 directly destabilizes MTs yet also directly stabilizes them by dampening the depolymerization rate.
Microtubule Rescue in the Bud Requires the C-Terminal Tail Domain of Kip3
The C-terminal tail domain of Kip3 binds tubulin and MTs and contributes to the general MT stabilizing effects observed for Kip3 [27] . Thus, we tested the role of the tail domain in MT rescue using the ''tail-less'' Kip3, Kip3DT-LZ (leucine zipper) ( Figure 6A ) [27] . Due to reduced processivity and depolymerase activity, cells require two copies of the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP)-tagged tail-less kip3DT-LZ, kip3DT-LZ-EYFP, for complete localization and in vivo complementation [27] . Similarly, cells require two copies of nontagged kip3DT-LZ to complement wild-type resistance to the MT destabilizing compound benomyl (Figure S6A) . In 2x kip3DT-LZ cells, catastrophes are induced specifically at the bud tip, demonstrating that the Kip3 motor domain and coiled-coil region are sufficient for this function ( Figure 6B ). However, w65% of depolymerizing MTs fail to rescue before exiting the bud ( Figure 6C ). Correspondingly, rescue frequency is severely reduced throughout the bud (Figure 6D ). This decreased rescue is not simply a consequence of a potential increase in MT destabilization in 2x kip3DT-LZ cells, because catastrophe and rescue remain properly regulated in 2x KIP3 cells (Figures 6B and 6C) , which display further increased benomyl sensitivity ( Figure S6A) . Thus, bud-specific MT rescue requires the tail domain of Kip3.
We next determined the localization of Kip3DT-LZ-EYFP on bud MTs. When dyn1D is combined with 2x kip3DT-LZ-EYFP, cell viability is reduced and cells display abnormal morphologies. Thus, we used cells with one of the two kip3DT-LZ copies tagged with EYFP, in which morphology resembles control strains. In these cells, Kip3DT-LZ-EYFP signal remains low within the mother but rises steadily along the MT segment within the bud ( Figure 6E ). Consistent with 50% of the Kip3DT-LZ protein tagged by EYFP, the signal is correspondingly lower than in control cells containing 100% Kip3-EYFP ( Figure 6F ). Together, these data reveal that Kip3DT-LZ localizes properly yet fails to induce rescue within the bud.
Spatial Regulation of Microtubule Dynamics by Kip3 Is Required for SPOC-Mediated Mitotic Arrest
Persistent interaction between astral MTs and the bud neck is needed to delay mitotic exit when spindles are mispositioned [22] . By extending MT lifetime in the bud, Kip3 can achieve this persistent interaction. Therefore, we predicted that 2x kip3DT-LZ cells, in which stabilization of bud MTs is compromised, would undergo aberrant mitotic exit with mispositioned spindles. The proportion of dyn1D cells with mispositioned spindles increases at 14 C, and these cells remain arrested in anaphase [32] . However, when this arrest fails, the cells divide with improperly segregated nuclei. We found that 21% of KIP3 cells have mispositioned anaphase spindles, yet only 2% underwent aberrant mitotic exit ( Figure 7A ). By contrast, 39% of 2x kip3DT-LZ cells underwent aberrant mitotic exit (Figure 7A) . Thus, the ability of Kip3 to promote rescue, and maintain dynamic MTs within the bud, is essential for maintaining mitotic arrest in cells with mispositioned spindles.
Discussion
Here we demonstrate that the kinesin-8 Kip3 functions as an MT stabilizer and destabilizer, and that both functions are regulated spatially. Together, these activities control the length and lifetime of specific MTs in cells with mispositioned spindles ( Figure 7B ). Kip3 sharply elevates catastrophe frequency at the bud tip, which limits MT length. Conversely, Kip3 increases rescue frequency near the bud neck to extend MT lifetime. The prolonged lifetime allows persistent MT interactions with the bud neck to delay mitotic exit and maintain genome stability when spindles are mispositioned.
In vitro, Kip3 accumulates on MTs in a length-dependent manner, leading to length-dependent depolymerization [6] . In cells with mispositioned spindles, Kip3 also accumulates in a length-dependent manner, yet induces catastrophe almost exclusively near the bud tip. Thus, we hypothesize that the destabilizing activity of Kip3 may be spatially regulated at the bud tip. It was proposed that in fission yeast the destabilizing activity of Klp5/6 is enhanced when MTs encounter the cell cortex and that the resulting compressive forces slow MT growth [13, 14] . Kip3 could induce catastrophe by a similar mechanism. Another possibility is that other +TIPs block Kip3 access to the plus end during MT growth. Such ''end shielding'' could be relieved at the bud tip. One candidate is the +TIP Bim1, which together with Kip3 regulates MTs at the bud cortex in early mitosis [33] . Finally, the destabilizing activity of Kip3 may be enhanced, directly or indirectly, by factors at the bud tip.
Kip3 accumulates as a gradient along the MT lattice within the bud, which allows it to associate with the plus end throughout depolymerization. We hypothesize that this Figure 2B . See also Figure S6 and Movie S6. accumulation may stabilize depolymerizing MTs. Lengthdependent Kip3 accumulation is also apparent with regard to the total length of bud MTs ( Figure S4C) , and to what extent the increased length of these MTs may contribute to plusend accumulation is not known. However, bud MTs with short or long segments in the mother display Kip3 gradients specifically within the bud ( Figure S4A ), suggesting bud-specific factors also influence Kip3 localization. For instance, Bud6 influences Kip3 dynamic accumulation on astral MTs near the bud cortex prior to anaphase [33] . Interestingly, Bud6 is also implicated in delaying mitotic exit when spindles are mispositioned [19] . In order to investigate MT regulation in cells with mispositioned spindles, we inhibited the Dynein pathway. Thus, it remains unclear to what extent Dynein function may influence Kip3 activities or the dynamic behavior of MTs in the bud. Nonetheless, our results reveal a physiological role for the MT stabilizing activity of Kip3.
Kip3 accumulation along bud MTs is inversely correlated with Kip3-mediated rescue frequency. This relationship could result from several potential, but not mutually exclusive, mechanisms. Kip3 depolymerizes MTs cooperatively in vitro [26] , and it was proposed that higher concentrations of Kip3 may cooperate to destabilize MTs, whereas at lower concentrations the stabilizing effect becomes prominent [27] . Rescue frequency within the bud is consistent with such a model. Another possibility is that the rescue promoting activity of Kip3 is locally enhanced. For example, in the nucleus, Kip3 promotes rescue by transporting the MT polymerase Stu2 to the plus end [34] . However, Kip3DT-LZ retains the motor domain sufficient for interaction with Stu2 [34] , yet fails to induce rescue. Perhaps another factor increases the MT stabilizing potential of Kip3 near the bud neck.
Kip3 could promote rescue directly, or indirectly, through cooperation with other MT regulators. The tail domain can bind to MTs and tubulin [27] . Thus, the two tails in a Kip3 dimer may stabilize MTs by crosslinking adjacent protofilaments or by binding to structural elements unique to the depolymerizing plus end. The tail could also mediate interactions with additional MT stabilizers. Another possibility is that Kip3 prevents MTs from leaving the bud strictly by slowing depolymerization. In this case, the rescue frequency would not be predicted to change in the absence of Kip3. However, in kip3-14 cells, rescue frequency is significantly diminished, which would suggest that dampening depolymerization may increase the probability of rescue either directly or in cooperation with additional factors. Although we did not observe Kip3-mediated rescue in vitro, reconstituted yeast MTs depolymerize w30-fold faster than in vivo. Thus, rescue may require additional factors that further reduce the depolymerization rate and/or promote rescue. One candidate is the +TIP Bim1, which decreases MT depolymerization rate in vitro [35] . In contrast to its mammalian homolog, EB1, Bim1 remains associated with depolymerizing plus ends in vivo [36] . Thus, it will prove insightful to determine the effect of Kip3 in combination with other MT regulatory proteins on MT dynamics in vitro.
Spatial regulation of MT stability is a critical aspect of diverse cellular functions. We show that MT transition frequencies are spatially controlled by Kip3 to define the length and lifetime of specific MTs. Physiologically, this regulation serves to prevent mitotic exit when spindles are mispositioned. In fission yeast, MT catastrophe at the cell poles [37] , in part controlled by kinesin-8 [13, 14] , is essential to properly position the nucleus [38] . During metaphase congression, kinetochore MTs undergo indefinite, yet spatially coordinated, cycles of catastrophe and rescue [39] . Kinesin-8 is required for metaphase congression in Drosophila S2 and human HeLa cells [40, 41] . Moreover, the human kinesin-8 Kif18A accumulates as a gradient on kinetochore MTs [41] , stabilizes dynamic MTs in vitro [15, 16] , and has a nucleotide-dependent MT destabilizing activity [7, 42] . Thus, the spatial regulation of MTs by kinesin-8 may be a conserved mechanism to differentially control the length or lifetime of cellular MTs.
Experimental Procedures Yeast Strains
Yeast strains are derivatives of the S288C background (Table S2 ). Kip3-14 has mutations L76P and L176P within the motor domain. Construction and verification of 2x kip3DT-LZ were designed using SnapGene software (GSL Biotech).
Cell Imaging and Analysis
Cells with mispositioned anaphase spindles had a straight spindle that spanned the diameter of the mother cell with neither pole in direct proximity to the bud neck. Cells that displayed aberrant morphologies such as grossly enlarged size, spindle breakdown, or hyperelongated spindle in the mother were excluded. Images in the figures represent maximum fluorescence intensity Z projections.
Protein Purification
Kip3 (6xHis-Kip3) was purified from baculovirus-infected insect cells essentially as described [5] . Yeast tubulin (b-tubulin-6xHis) was purified as described previously [43] .
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Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, six figures, two tables, and six movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.06.069.
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